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Abstract. Various built-in sensors enable interacting with mobile de-
vices beyond the screen. So-called mobile device-based interaction tech-
niques are characterized by movements and positions in real space, e.g.
twisting the device to switch between front and rear camera or pouring
photos from one device into another for sharing. Although interactions
should be as intuitive as possible, it is often necessary to introduce them,
especially if they are complex or new to the user. Applications have to
present interactions appropriately so that users can understand and use
them easily. We conducted a user study to investigate the suitability
of onboarding tutorials for mobile device-based interaction techniques.
Results show that these types of tutorials are insufficient for communicat-
ing mobile device-based interactions, mainly because of their spatial and
tangible characteristics but also their collaborative and representative
interdependencies. Based on this, we propose suggestions for improving
the design of tutorials for device-based interactions with mobile phones.

Keywords: Onboarding tutorials · device-based interaction · gestures ·
mobile phones.

1 Introduction

Current mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, innately provide nu-
merous sensors, for example, accelerometer and gyroscope for sensing motions
as well as orientation sensors or magnetometers for determining positions. Thus,
mobile devices can cover a wide range of interaction techniques. Touch sensors of
screens enable conventional input methods using multitouch. And also gestures
that are invoked by deliberate device movements become increasingly available.

Interactions where devices act as physical interface without using the screen
content directly are summarized to mobile device-based interaction techniques
[14]. They can support users in a wide variety of single and multi-user situations:
to interact with the mobile device as unobtrusively and discreetly as possible,
e. g. facing the device’s screen downwards to mute incoming calls, message alerts,
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alarms and media1 during a meeting; to interact with distant interfaces, e. g.
transferring data from a mobile device to a large display by performing a throw
gesture [25]; to enable quick access to device functions without the need to push
buttons or look at screens, e. g. twisting the device to switch between front
and rear camera2; or to facilitate different multi-user tasks [18] for collocated
collaboration with multiple mobile devices (e. g. [12,15,17,22]).

Although interactions should be designed as intuitive as possible, users need
to learn them, because there is no commonly agreed-upon gesture set existing [23]
and the development of interaction techniques is still going on, e. g. [4,6,13,26].
Thus, applications have to introduce interactions appropriately, so that users
can understand and learn them easily. Tutorials support users in learning appli-
cation functionality and interaction during the normal application flow or at the
first start of an application, so-called onboarding tutorials. Design guidelines
suggest that type of tutorial as effective especially for unfamiliar interaction
[11,29]. Three main aspects influence interaction learning directly [10]: How to
start the interaction? What movement do I have to perform? Which function is
it mapped to? Most applications provide onboarding tutorials to introduce users
to the app functionality, navigation and interaction. Such tutorials mainly use
visual metaphors to impart interaction knowledge. But what if interactions base
on movements, orientations and/or distances between two or more devices in real
space such as described in the examples above? Are users still able to understand
the interactions easily with provided visual explanations? To our best knowledge,
no existing research investigates the suitability of tutorials for device-based in-
teraction techniques. To address this issue and answering the questions above,
we implemented a simple interactive prototype with preselected mobile device-
based interactions in a collaborative scenario. As first step, we started with an
investigation of onboarding tutorials as they are common for introducing mobile
applications to understand potential problems and identify important aspects
for users. Therefore we created onboarding tutorials which orientate on common
design practices. With that prototype, we conducted a user study to investigate
the suitability of such tutorial presentations for mobile-based interactions.

After giving an overview of related work, we present our study approach
including the tested onboarding tutorials. Based on the results, we propose rec-
ommendations for improving the design of tutorials for device-based interaction
techniques with mobile devices that base on spatiality and tangibility. We con-
clude with planned future work and a summary of our presented work.

2 Related Work

In recent years, there has been a lot of research on novel interaction techniques
for mobile devices. These works show the specific characteristics of mobile-based
interaction and also provide specific techniques for concrete interaction tasks.

1 Easy Mute feature: https://www.samsung.com/ca/support/mobile-devices/
what-are-the-advanced-features-available-on-my-galaxy-note8/

2 Flip camera gesture: https://support.google.com/nexus/answer/7443425
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Moreover, there exists research and common practices on how to design tutorials
for mobile applications. As mid-air gestures also deal with interactions beyond
the visual screen content, we also present related work on tutorials for these type
of interactions.

2.1 Mobile Device-Based Interaction Techniques

Mobile interactions beyond the visual screen content are characterized by mo-
tions in real space [2]. They therefore rely on using one or more built-in sensors,
e. g. accelerometer [30]. Regardless of technology, research describes single-device
interactions where smartphones act as physical interface that involves moving the
device directly [19,27]. Chong et al. [3] classify mobile interactions in real space
to connect different devices to guidance-based interaction techniques. Moreover,
the design principles of Lucero et al. [21] extend personal mobile usage to a
shared multi-user usage. A combined view on mobile device-based interaction
techniques is given by Korzetz et al. [14]. They propose a model for guiding the
design of mobile-based interactions with a physical focus for individual as well
as collaborative use. They also point out information that is relevant for users
to understand how to perform interactions, categorized by spatiality and tangi-
bility. We use this for our investigation on the suitability of onboarding tutorials
for mobile-based interactions.

2.2 Tutorials for Mobile Applications

Mobile applications should provide tutorials to introduce the application to users
and to demonstrate how it can be used in terms of features and interaction
[9,11,29]. As printed documentation and online help is assessed as largely in-
effective (e. g. [24]), tutorial guidelines suggest to use visual instructions for
graphical user interfaces rather than non-illustrated, e. g. [8] – regardless of still
or animated. However, non-visual tutorials can be meaningful, too, e. g. for user
groups with special needs like visually impaired people [28]. Tutorials can sup-
port users during the normal application flow, e. g. by providing instructional
overlays and coach marks [7,9]. In contrast, onboarding tutorials are presented at
the first start of a mobile application to introduce features and interaction. Es-
pecially for unfamiliar interactions, onboarding tutorials are rated as an effective
tool [11,29].

2.3 Tutorials for Mid-Air Interactions

Our work aims at investigating tutorials for spatial and tangible interactions
beyond visual screen content. ShapelineGuide [1] is a dynamic visual guide for
teaching mid-air gestures to interact with large displays. The guide supports
users during executing gestures. Timing of gesture guidance is also an impor-
tant question [5]. As first step, we concentrate on evaluating common onboarding
tutorials that are presented at the first application start. Ismair et al. [10] address
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the revelation of mid-air hand-poses and the teaching of their command map-
ping (focus on hand poses) by showing line figures which the user has to mimic
with the hand. The MIME approach requires little on-screen space because the
figures can be integrated in existing interface elements, but is limited to hand
gestures and gestures which can be mapped to iconic poses. ActionCube [20] is
a tangible mobile gesture interaction tutorial which associates user movements
tracked by the device accelerometer to the movement and deformations of a 3D
object displayed on the screen. This approach helps to understand the effects of
acceleration, but not how to perform concrete gestures.

To our best knowledge, no existing research investigates the presentation
of onboarding tutorials for device-based interaction techniques, i. e. interaction
techniques for mobile devices with spatial and tangible characteristics in real
space. We address this issue by evaluating a common onboarding tutorial for
introducing device-based interactions to users.

3 Studying Onboarding Tutorials for Mobile
Device-Based Interactions

The main goal of our user study was to investigate the suitability of an on-
boarding tutorial for mobile device-based interaction techniques. Using such a
common type of tutorial allows for a fundamental valuation of specific charac-
teristics that are important for tangible and spatial interactions. We collected
data from questionnaires after performing tutorials describing various interac-
tion techniques and a semi-structured interview at the end of the user study.
Furthermore, the participants were observed during the study. In the following,
we describe participants, the interactive prototype including the onboarding tu-
torials, our procedure as well as the study design to answer the following research
questions (RQ):

– RQ1: Are common onboarding tutorials suitable for mobile device-based
interaction techniques?

– RQ2: Which information do users need to understand that type of gestures
with mobile devices?

– RQ3: What can we derive for future development of tutorials for mobile
device-based interaction techniques?

3.1 Participants

We recruited 32 unpaid participants (12 females) from age 18 to 51 (M = 31.2,
SD = 6.4) via email or personally. 23 participants stated that they use smart-
phones on a regular basis for standard applications. Only 2 participants do not
use smartphones often in their daily life. Only a few participants had experience
in interaction design or HCI. Most participants had an academic background.
We divided the participants in 8 groups with 4 people each since we utilized
the interactions for a collaborative scenario and wanted to investigate how par-
ticipants support each other in learning new interaction techniques. To avoid
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Mobile Device-Based Interactions

Fingerprint

Multitouch

Tilt

Draw

the number of taps on the fingerprint 
sensor corresponds to the user rating

the number of simultaneous touch 
points defines the rating score

tilting forwards or sideways to 
accept or reject like „nodding or 
shaking the head“

drawing a plus or minus on the 
screen to accept or reject 

Multiple Tap to Rate 
(Fingerprint)

Multi-Finger Tap to Rate 
(Multitouch)

Tilt to Vote 
(Tilt)

Draw to Vote 
(Draw)

Fig. 1. Examples of device-based interactions – anonymous voting and rating for col-
located collaboration with mobile devices.

inhibitions while interacting with each other, we created the groups with people
who already knew each other. We wanted to find out to what extent observing
other participants while interacting influence their own interaction performance.

3.2 Apparatus

Interactive Protoype. To perform the user study we implemented an inter-
active prototype for Android devices. In order to gain insights into the usage of
common onboarding tutorials for mobile device-based interaction techniques, we
utilized interaction techniques for a collaborative scenario in which collocated
users want to vote and rate anonymously (according to Kuehn et al. [16,17], see
Figure 1). The interactions Multiple Tap to Rate (Fingerprint) and Multi-Finger
Tap to Rate (Multitouch) are used for rating content, the number of taps on the
fingerprint sensor or the number of simultaneous touch points on the display
corresponds to the rating score. Tilt to Vote (Tilt) and Draw to Vote (Draw)
is used for giving votes anonymously: Tilting the device forwards or sideways
means accepting or rejecting displayed content, drawing a plus or a minus on the
screen also stands for accepting or rejecting. The interactions use different device
sensors (fingerprint, multitouch, accelerometer and gyroscope), are lightweight
and base on metaphors (e. g. nodding/shaking the head, making a cross).

We utilize these interaction techniques for our user study for two main rea-
sons. First, they address the characteristics of mobile device-based interaction
techniques. Especially, tangibility and spatiality are very pronounced, whereas
individual and collaborative use cases are implicitly included. The second rea-
son is that the interactions can be embedded in one overall scenario which we
assume is more comfortable for users to act in. We aim at keeping the workload
low in terms of the implemented scenario that is why we implemented a realis-
tic scenario to apply all interactions. The scenario comprises a digital painting
exhibition with several pictures that can be assessed anonymously using the
newly learned mobile device-based interaction techniques. The Android appli-
cation contained questionnaires for the tutorial and the interaction techniques.
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Tilt Forwards to Accept

Tilt your device forwards and back-
wards several times to accept a result.

Multi-Finger Tap to Rate

Touch the display with the number of 
fingers simoultaneously that corres-

ponds to your rating score.

Title

Descriptive text

Image of performing 
an interaction

Yellow marks highlight 
movements, directions 

and further aspects

Fig. 2. Two examples of the tutorial that describes Tilt to Vote (left) and Multi-Finger
Tap to Rate (right) and highlights main characteristics of this interaction techniques.

Furthermore, the application included a help function if users had problems per-
forming an interaction as well as instruction text to work through the application
autonomously. We provided device feedback in the form of vibration in case of a
successful recognition and errors. The application logged all given answers to the
questionnaires as well as all performed interactions when detected and the given
rating and voting results. Furthermore, in case an error occurred, the application
also logged this kind of data.

Onboarding Tutorials. We created a tutorial for each mobile-based inter-
action of the prototype to describe them properly. The tutorials orientate on
common practices for tutorials [9,29] and were refined during several iterations.
Figure 2 shows examples of our tutorials for the Tilt interaction technique and
the Multitouch interaction technique and their main characteristics. To facilitate
understanding of details to perform the gesture and the purpose of each inter-
action, each tutorial concentrates on the tangible and spatial characteristics as
proposed by Korzetz et al. [14]. Each tutorial consists of one or two pages to
show and explain different interaction phases, e. g. multimodal feedback. A clear
and brief description communicates the key concepts and also includes a short
title to name the interaction. The title is used to refer to the interaction during
the user study. Furthermore, an image illustrates how to hold the mobile phone
and how to perform the interaction. Yellow marks highlight specific characteris-
tics such as movements and directions. Additionally, a short text describes the
performance of the interaction in written form.

3.3 Procedure

After the participants arrived in our lab, we explained the global procedure of
the user study. Then, the participants chose one of four provided mobile phones
(two Google Pixel and two ZTE Axon 7). They started the provided Android
application that described the participants’ task and introduced the four mobile
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device-based interactions in a permuted order using the tutorial. Participants
had to read the tutorial before trying the respective interaction. We asked the
participants to either rate or vote pictures. In the first phase, participants were
concretely asked to use an interaction (e. g. ”use tilting to accept or reject the
picture”). In a second phase, participants could choose on their own which inter-
action they use for the given tasks. After each described and tested interaction
technique, participants completed a digital questionnaire within the mobile ap-
plication concerning the tutorial and the usage of the interactions. The study
leader observed the participants during the study concerning participants’ state-
ments, their prototype usage and performing interactions, e. g. execution speed
or holding the smartphone.

3.4 Design

In order to answer the above-mentioned research questions, we realized a within-
subject design with the tutorials of the several device-based interactions as in-
dependent variable. The dependent variable was the execution error. We further
collected quantitative data by means of a digital questionnaire after introduc-
ing and using the interactions. Additionally, we collected qualitative data from
observations during working with the interactive prototype, the prototype pro-
tocols as well as during semi-structured interviews. To avoid learning effects, we
varied the testing order of introducing the interactions.

4 Results

We received interesting insights from the user study concerning the usage of the
tutorials to get to know new mobile device-based interaction techniques. For
analyzing our data, we used observation notes and logging protocols from the
implemented application. These protocols included performed interactions and
resulting errors as well as the completed questionnaires. With 32 participants
and 4 different interactions, we received 128 responses for the questionnaires
concerning important information in the tutorials. In the following, we describe
our main findings.

4.1 Execution errors

To gain an overview of how the participants could execute the interactions,
we first evaluated the error rates for each interaction. From the logging files we
received concrete numbers of errors while performing the rating interactions with
245 errors for Fingerprint (M = 7.7, SD = 10.3) and 140 errors for Multitouch
(M = 4.4, SD = 6.8). The high standard deviations (SD) show that participants
either had particularly little or many execution problems independent of the
interaction as the effect of interaction technique on the execution error was
not statistically significant (F1,31 = 2.691, p > .05). The most frequent error
while using Fingerprint was that participants performed it too fast (126 of 245).
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Consequently, the fingerprint could not be recognized and the interaction failed.
We will improve this issue in future interaction implementations. Other reasons
were a wrong rating within the tutorial (44 of 245), fingerprint could only be
recognized partially (19 of 245), too many failed attempts (6 of 245) and other
technical reasons (50 of 245). Multitouch faced the same most frequent problem
in terms of execution speed (125 of 140). Participants moved their fingers too fast
from the display so that the number of fingers could not be recognized properly.
The remaining errors were wrong ratings within the tutorial (15 of 140).

From the observations during the user study, we received insights on problems
performing Tilt and Draw. Derived from the observations, the Tilt interaction
most often failed because participants were insecure concerning the execution
speed and the exact movement of the device combined with holding the mobile
phone. Participants tried several ways of tilting and thereby made some com-
ments regarding to interaction execution. Although, these characteristics were
described in the tutorial, participants could not apply them easily. Overall, Draw
failed least. Errors occurred because the strokes were not recognized properly
either because participants used the wrong interaction, e. g. they drew plus in-
stead of minus, or because the device did not detect the interaction correctly.
From the partially high error rates, we derive that common tutorials do not
address spatial and tangible interactions well (RQ1). As a result, the way of
describing execution speed and movements for mobile device-based interactions
like Fingerprint, Multitouch, Tilt and Draw should be reconsidered. Overall, the
error rates were relatively high during onboarding, so that we assume imparting
interaction knowledge should be improved within app tutorials for device-based
interactions. To better understand the users’ needs concerning learning mobile-
based interactions, we evaluate the timing of tutorial access and asked for helpful
information types.

4.2 Help function and repetition

Within the whole application participants were allowed to use a help function-
ality in the right upper corner that was marked with a question mark. Out of
the 32 participants, one person used the help function for the Draw interaction
whereas 2 participants needed help for Multitouch and 6 participants for Finger-
print. They all used the help function only one time each. For Tilt, 12 partici-
pants made use of the provided help, 6 persons even several times (up to 4 times).
These results indicate that the more unknown or unusual interactions are the
more information participants need. This impression is confirmed by the follow-
ing observation: After performing the tutorial, participants could repeat each
interaction technique. From the logging files we found that 3 participants each
used the opportunity to repeat the interactions Fingerprint (9), Multitouch (14),
and Draw (46) several times. In contrast, Tilt was repeated overall 92 times by
9 participants. This indicates that there was a higher need for repeating tangible,
movement-based interaction techniques and that the common information from
the tutorial were insufficient. Results indicate that implementing onboarding
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Fig. 3. Number of mentions how observing, trying, title, text, and image helped to
understand movement, holding the smartphone, interaction goal, and execution speed.

tutorials is suitable to get a first idea of the specific mobile device-based inter-
action, but users also need support during application usage concerning when
and how to execute interactions. Additionally, due to the high repetition rates
we derive that useful feedback mechanisms should be investigated and applied.

4.3 Important information in tutorials

In the section above, we presented the results of the error rates that occurred de-
spite using onboarding tutorials. To better understand what kind of information
was helpful and what is missing, we prepared a questionnaire. After performing
the tutorial, we asked the participants to assess the information we gave them
to become familiar with the interaction techniques. Participants selected aspects
that helped them to understand movement, how to hold the smartphone, the in-
teraction goal, and execution speed to perform an interaction. Figure 3 presents
the given answers. Overall, trying an interaction technique was mentioned most
often concerning the usefulness to understand the interactions in terms of move-
ment (87 of 128), holding the smartphone (92 of 128) and execution speed (114
of 128) in contrast to observing, title, text, or image. The title and observing
were least helpful to become familiar with the interaction techniques. The image
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Fig. 4. Mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD) derived from the 5-point Likert
scale (5 = completely agree) concerning the statements: (a) Additional yellow marks
helped to understand the interaction. and (b) I would have liked to have an additional
video or animation that explains the interaction.

was mentioned second to be helpful for understanding the movement (57 of 128)
and holding the smartphone (43 of 128). Text was especially useful for getting
to know the interaction goal (86 of 128).

Beside the questions concerning the ways they became familiar with the in-
teraction techniques, participants rated on a 5-point Likert scale (5=completely
agree) whether the yellow marks (see Figure 2) helped them to understand the
interaction. Yellow marks were rated most helpful for both voting interactions
Tilt (M = 2.8, SD = 1.6) and Draw (M = 3.3, SD = 1.7). Especially for Draw,
yellow marks were rated as helpful whereas for the Fingerprint interaction it was
surprisingly mentioned only four times as helpful (M = 1.9, SD = 1.2). However,
applying ANOVA showed that there was a significant effect of the interaction
on the helpfulness of the yellow marks (F3,93 = 7.216, p < .0005). We derived
from these results that although we annotated visual content with further infor-
mation, the tutorial remained static and did not show movements or execution
speed. Figure 4a summarizes the mean values (M) as well as the standard devi-
ations (SD) of the given answers concerning the helpfulness of the yellow marks
within the tutorial. The answers varied, the standard deviations (SD) ranges
between 1.3 (Fingerprint) and 1.7 (Draw). So it seems evident, that interaction
tutorials should be adapted to the needs of individual users.

Furthermore, we asked participants whether they wanted additional videos
or animations to describe the interaction techniques in detail. Figure 4b shows
the mean values (M) and the standard deviations (SD) of the participants’ an-
swers. Contrary to what we expected, the majority of answers shows that par-
ticipants do not want to get further explanations of the interactions through
videos or animations, especially for Multitouch (M = 1.5, SD = 1.1) and Draw
(M = 1.4, SD = 0.7). Both interactions show a low standard deviation, which un-
derlines these opinions. However, in contrast to the other interactions, Tilt has a
higher amount of positive feedback concerning the wish for a video or animation
(M = 2.6, SD = 1.5). We argue that this interaction is the most complex one
regarding movement and execution speed and could benefit from a dynamic ex-
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planation. Resuming the given answers, we can conclude some recommendations
for improving tutorial design of introducing and learning mobile device-based
interactions. The following section discusses the results of our user study and
derives some recommendations for introducing device-based interactions with
mobile phones.

5 Discussion and Recommendations

Reviving our research questions, we found that common tutorials are unsatisfy-
ing for becoming familiar with mobile device-based interactions (RQ1). Although
study participants mainly had a technical background, following the tutorials
and adapting the descriptions to the performance of the interactions still was
difficult. We hypothesize that the unsuitability of onboarding tutorial presenta-
tions led to high error rates and a high number of repetitions while learning new
interaction techniques. We therefore recommend to further investigate adapted
tutorials for the specific characteristics of such interaction techniques.

For this purpose, we identified important information that users need to un-
derstand mobile device-based interactions (RQ2). Due to their tangibility and
spatiality, most important is information about movement, direction, and execu-
tion speed. These are specifications that are difficult to present in static tutorials.
Unexpectedly, the need of providing dynamic images such as videos or anima-
tions instead was overall low. However, interactions that involve motions benefit
from dynamic tutorials. As device-based interactions vary in their strength of
metaphor, we assume that more figurative interactions like ’pouring’ [12] are bet-
ter understandable by users within an onboarding tutorial. We summarize our
recommendations for introducing mobile-based interactions as follows (RQ3):

– Interactions that users perform on-screen like Multitouch and Draw can be
explained as static image with a clear focus on what the user has to do, e. g.
drawing a plus or a minus on the screen.

– Interactions that are characterized by movement, direction and/or execution
speed or, in general, are performed three-dimensionally like Fingerprint and
Tilt also need support by dynamic three-dimensional media, e. g. meaningful
animations or short video sequences, to understand execution details.

– Static images within a tutorial serve as starting point to understand how to
hold the phone for execution.

– To become familiar with mobile device-based interactions, especially with
more dynamic interactions, the own experience is important. Hence, on-
boarding tutorials should provide trying interactions in addition to text,
images and animations or videos.

– Textual descriptions and an appropriate title are helpful to understand the
app function, that is invoked by the device-based interaction.

We also recommend supporting interaction learning while performing the in-
teraction by integrating multimodal real-time feedback (1) during the tutorial
instead of first reading and then trying, (2) but also during mobile application
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usage. Mobile devices can sense if there is a characteristic movement and accord-
ingly provide assistance for suitable implemented interactions. It is also possible
to highlight which interaction is available at a certain time to make it easier to
remember the interaction possibilities.

With increasing numbers of mobile and wearable devices, the need for ap-
propriate tutorials increases, too. We contribute a profound starting point for
further investigations regarding information for and types of tutorials for this
special kind of interaction techniques with their distinct characteristics concern-
ing tangibility and spatiality.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work

While our study provides evidence of the need for improving tutorials for mo-
bile device-based interaction techniques, a comparison of such an enhanced form
of tutorial would substantiate our findings. As preliminary hypothesis, we ex-
pect a lower number of errors and repetitions when adapting tutorials to the
characteristics of mobile device-based interactions. When using the tutorials the
first time, some of the participants also mentioned that they did not notice the
yellow marks (see Figure 2). This fact was also affirmed by the answers form
the questionnaire concerning visual marks, which varied strongly. We will there-
fore investigate how to make the visual marks more conspicuous. Additionally,
we assume that the usage of tutorials depends on the individual background,
which also influences interaction learning. Therefore, we will investigate how,
for example, the technical background influences the need for certain informa-
tion. Consequently, further remaining questions are: (1) what alternatives can
be used to replace static onboarding tutorials, (2) how users can benefit from
learning by doing tutorials, and (3) how to improve discoverability of interaction
techniques. Although these questions are not part of this work, we will focus on
them in future investigations.

6 Conclusion

We presented an investigation of common onboarding tutorials for introducing
mobile device-based interaction techniques to users. We motivated our work
through elaborating characteristics of such interaction techniques and describ-
ing the research gap in related work. In addition, we conducted a user study to
investigate a common tutorial approach for learning mobile device-based inter-
action techniques. The results show that, especially, with high tangibility and
spatiality of such interactions, the suitability of common tutorials decreases. In
future work, we want to compare onboarding tutorials with alternative types,
such as tutorials that are provided during application flow. Derived from our
user study, we give first recommendations on how to improve tutorials. With
this work, we provide a starting point for creating useful and suitable tutorials
for mobile device-based interactions, which we believe are beneficial for enhanc-
ing ubiquitous environments.
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